Striking the Balance between Security and
Style: Secure Fittings for Residential Homes
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LONDON,UK
(RPRN)
10/31/13 — After the
police recently charged
three men with the cybertheft of an estimated £1.3
million from Barclays
Bank, it is little wonder
that consumers and small
business owners are
somewhat pre-occupied
with safeguarding data
and
their
intellectual
property. It is important
not
to
neglect
the
importance of physical
security,
however,
especially when you
consider the threat posed
to
residential
home-

The Importance of a Keeping a Secure
Home

owners in the quest to
keep their loved one's
and prized possessions
safe from harm.

How to Strike the Balance between Security and Aesthetic Style

Residential home-owners must reconcile an additional challenge, however, as it is important that
they create a secure living environment without compromising the aesthetic appeal of their
property. Consider the following steps towards protecting your home while maintaining its
visual integrity: -

Invest in Sturdy and Contemporary Door Handles

While the way in which you finish your property depends on your unique individual tastes, it is
important to remember that contemporary fittings tend to offer a broader range of benefits. This is
especially true when it comes to modern door handles, as these products are sturdy and robust
while also being available in a wide range of designs. This represents the easiest way for homeowners to strike the balance between security and design, as the efforts of designers have
helped to create a significant diversity of product options.

Fit Glass to Wall Connectors throughout your Home

With concepts such as frameless glazing becoming key components of contemporary design
trends, there is a pressing need to combine multiple materials within a single living space. The
visual impact of a stunning glass door or window can be easily undermined by cumbersome
fittings and connectors, and in this instance at least some of your financial investment will have
been wasted. To negate this risk, you should consider fitting sleek glass to wall connectors in
your home, as these fittings boast a simple and aesthetically pleasing design while also serving
a practical purpose. Visit the Barrier Components website to discover more.

Use Hybrid Locks to Secure External and Patio Doors

On a final note, it is absolutely imperative that you protect all external doors within your home.
This includes patio doors, which are often targeted by potential thieves who are looking to gain
access to your home. As they also open out onto a well kept garden space, however, you must
also ensure that any retro-fitted lock is compatible with the existing design. With this in mind, you
should consider fitting sleek, stainless steel hybrid locks on your patio doors, as these products
are exceptionally robust and also impervious to wear and damage over a prolonged period of
time.

This content was submitted by Lewis. To find out more about the information contained
in this article, visit the Barrier Components website today.
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